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Your first choice
for mold processing

X/ Y/ Z TRAVEL
700x 510x 410 mm

MAX TABLE LOAD
500kgs

Column interval
820mm

High speed

 High precision

High efficiency
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Features
Z axis servo brake eliminates the need for the 

typical heavy cast iron counter weight and chain 

assembly. The reduced mass and weight allow 

quick rapid traverse rates and better surface 

finishing on mold machining.

Servo motor and ball screws are directly 

coupled for backlash-free transmission to keep 

low inertia and high efficiency output, offering 

excellent dynamic precision during 3 axes 

simultaneous contour cutting.

Large room inside the sheet metal, so you can 

place big size object.

Positioning accuracy: ±0.005mm

Repeating accuracy: ±0.003mm

Machine Construction
Along with X and Y axis, Z axis is also designed without 

any overhang to ensure superb accuracy over the entire 

range of travel.

Heaving-duty roller bearing linear guideways with 45mm 

rail width has large contact surface between sliding roller 

block and rail.

X axis and Z axis are independent from working table, 

and Z axis will move with X axis. The double column 

provide more stable quality during machining.

Axes rapid feed rate: 36/36/36 M/min provide high 

working efficiency.

Armless type ATC (VF700)
Standard with 16tools .
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The enlarged roller bearing linear motion guides 

perform extreme rigidity.

The gantry machine frame of rigid dual wall castings 

ensures low vibration performance in high speed 

machining and results in the utmost surface finishing 

on works, and better tool service life.

The symmetrical box-headstock design assures cutting 

rigidity while Z axis is moving rapidly.

Direct-drive spindle deploys high precision  

ball type hybrid bearings to get less thermal 

expansion coefficient and low vibration.

Rigid & steady column employs dual and 

thick walls design to offer excellent rigidity 

and it assures perfect cutting accuracy for 

long period time of using.

X axis linear guides are fixed at high-low 

tracks allocation with optimized span design 

to get perfectly integrated combination 

rigidity during movement and cutting.

X/ Y/ Z TRAVEL
1020x 610x 510 mm

MAX TABLE LOAD
1000kgs

Column interval
1150mm

Machine Construction
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Arm type ATC (VF1000)
Standard with 24tools and optional 30T. 

Roller type linear guide ways 
The Linear Motion Guideways feature low 

friction and free from stick-and-slip problems. 

Such the characteristics are especially suitable 

for high speed 3D cutting and finishing. The 

quality of work-piece surface is increased; 

the need of manual polishing of work-piece 

surfaces id reduces.
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Face Mill
Tool  = ￠ø 80 * 6T

Spindle speed = 1500 rpm

Feed rate = 2000 mm/min

Width of cut = 60 mm

Depth of cut = 3 mm

Removal rate = 360 c.c/min

Tap
Tapping (max)

Tool = M20*2.5p

Spindle speed = 90rpm

Feed rate = 225 mm/min

Rigid Tap
Tapping(min)

Tool= M1.2*0.25p

Spindle speed= 1200rpm

Feed rate= 300mm/min

U-Drill
Drilling(max)

Tool= M20*2.5p

Spindle speed= 1700rpm

Feed rate= 150 mm/min

Depth of cut= 37mm

Cutting Capacity Direct drive spindle- SJ- VK 15- 28 FZT, 11/ 15KW, 12000rpm
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Direct Drive Spindle 

Motor direct-coupled spindle rotates up to 

12,000rpm, with torque directly transmitted through 

the shaft coupling, which ensure low inertia but 

keeps high efficient machining performance.

Precision ceramic bearings of high rigidity and low 

thermal expansion are deployed to optimize bearing 

supports.

Low run-out and low thermal deformation are thus 

obtained at the spindle nose.

Feature 
Noise of spindle is low and the dynamic balance is 

stable during high speed machining.

Power& Torque ChartDirect drive spindle- SJ- VK 15- 28 FZT, 11/ 15KW, 12000rpm Below chart is based on Fanuc αiI 8/12000
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Accessories

Work piece measurement (opt.)

CTS 30 BAR (opt.)

The coolant through spindle function is 

available via a rotary joint between the 

motor and spindle.

The high pressure coolant boosts 

especial ly for deep hole dri l l ing 

performance in multiple times, and 

also extends the life time of cutting 

tools.
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High pressure water scour for chip removal (opt.)

Electrical cabinet
High quality electrical components are adopted in 

the cabinet. The well organized wire arrangement is 

easy for maintenance and service.

LHL grease lubrication system (opt.)

Compared to high velocity lubrication oil, 

this system uses 90% less oil and the pump 

motor consumes 80% less electricity.
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Standard Accessories 

Rigid tapping 

RS-232/RJ-45 interface

Auto power off

Auto lubrication

Work light

Program light

Coolant system

Spindle air blow

Machine Dimension

VF 700

VF 1000

Spindle oil cooler

Remote hand wheel

Full guarding

Leveling bolts & plate

Tool & box

Standard coolant tank (VF700)

Screw type chip conveyor (VF1000)

Optional Accessories 

DRO

Tool length measurement

Work piece measurement

Coolant through spindle center 30bar

Oil slimmer

Air conditioner for electrical box

High pressure water scour for chip removal

LHL Iubrication system
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Spec

We reserve the right to modify the specification without any prior notice.

The specifications shown above are for reference only.




